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Abstract
Background :We analysed outcomes of cerebral glioblastoma patients undergoing awake craniotomies
combined with multimodal techniques for tumour resection, with regards to the extent of resection,
functional preservation, and prognosis. Methods : A retrospective analysis was conducted on adult
glioblastoma patients who underwent an awake craniotomy from September 2010 to August 2018 under
anaesthesia combined with multimodal techniques. Results: In total, 81 glioblastoma patient charts were
analysed. The most common lesion sites were the frontal lobe (n=36), temporal lobe (n=17), and parietal
lobe (n=6). The main symptoms were headache (n=51), dyskinesia (n=11), speech disorder (n=9), and
epilepsy (n=10). The extent of resection was gross total for 91.36% patients, subtotal for 7.41%, and
partial for 1.23%. No deaths occurred 30 days post-operation. Intracranial haemorrhage occurred in 2
patients, seizures in 5 patients, and intracranial infections in 3 patients. There was no signi�cant
difference between preoperative and postoperative Karnofsky Performance Status scores (P>0.05). There
were no signi�cant changes in postoperative neurological function in 50 patients. Symptoms improved in
24 patients. Three patients exhibited motor dysfunction, 2 exhibited speech de�cits, and 2 exhibited
sensory de�cits. The average duration of hospitalization was 6.89±2.66 days. The shortest survival time
was 4 months, the longest survival time was 26 months, and the median survival time was 12 months.
Conclusions:  Awake craniotomy using multimodal techniques such as neuronavigation, intraoperative
ultrasound, electrophysiology, and tumour �uorescence during an operation can maximize safety during
the cerebral glioblastoma resection, thus protecting brain function and improving surgical e�cacy and
patients’ postoperative quality of life.

Background
Glioblastomas are the most common types of primary malignant brain tumours, with a poor prognosis.1

Surgical excision of the tumour is critical to ensure satisfactory results, and “the extent of safe maximum
resection" principle has a signi�cant impact on the overall and progression-free survival.2,3,4,5

Unfortunately, in many cases, it is di�cult to maximize tumour resection while protecting brain function.6

Although traditional surgical methods can identify cortical lesions based on sulci, gyri, or cortical vessels,
lesions in the subcortical white matter lack identifying structures.7 Therefore, it is challenging to achieve
safe maximum resection by separating glioblastomas from the surrounding brain tissue using only the
naked eye or microscopes.

To overcome this problem, the neuronavigation system was developed. However, the navigation system
relies on preoperative images, and intraoperative brain displacement may occur after dural opening and
tumour resection, leading to inaccurate positioning.8 Intraoperative registration of the navigation system
can correct these changes when intraoperative magnetic resonance imaging (iMRI) is available.
Nevertheless, iMRI cannot provide real-time data on the resection process, and its high cost prevents its
widespread use in most neurosurgical theatres.9 Therefore, inaccuracy of navigation also affects
intraoperative localization of tumour boundaries.
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Intraoperative ultrasound (iUS) has been used as an imaging technique in neurosurgery for decades. It is
cheap and provides real-time intraoperative information.10 However, the resolution of iUS images is poor,
and it has a limited intraoperative �eld of vision.11 Further, determining the anatomical direction of
residual tumours can be challenging.

Fluorescently guided excision of 5-aminolevulinic acid (5-ALA) was another breakthrough in glioblastoma
surgery. 5-ALA induces the synthesis and accumulation of porphyrins in glioblastoma tissues, allowing
surgeons to observe tumour boundaries under a blue light (wavelength: 375–400 nm) emission
microscope. Tumour resection increases in the observed �uorescent regions. However, 5-ALA is not a
reliable marker for low-grade glioblastomas.12

In recent years, awake craniotomy has been performed to minimize the possibility of long-term
neurological dysfunction.8-10 This method reduces intensive care time, total length of hospital stay, and
medical costs relative to those of standard methods under general anaesthesia. A more important
advantage of this method is that it can be used to protect the functional area by directly stimulating the
brain tissue for conscious questioning during the operation. This method of real-time evaluation of
intraoperative neurological function can improve postoperative outcomes, speci�cally by reducing the
residual tumour volume and postoperative neurological dysfunction.13,14,15

Due to the lack of clear evidence to support the superiority of any single method and the shortcomings of
the aforementioned methods, we present a multimodal technique for awake craniotomy, which combines
neuronavigation, neurophysiologic monitoring, iUS, and tumour �uorescence. This approach could
maximize the safety of tumour resection, protect neuronal function, and improve patients’ quality of life
and survival. The aim of this study was to retrospectively analyse outcomes in cerebral glioblastoma
patients undergoing awake craniotomies combined with multimodal techniques.

Methods
Patients

After receiving approval from the institutional review committee, we retrospectively analysed the clinical
data of 81 patients who underwent intracranial glioblastoma resection under conscious craniotomy
combined with multimodal techniques from September 2010 to August 2018 in Guangdong 999brain
hospital. All patients were over 18 years of age, were informed of the study’s objectives, and provided
informed consent.

All patients included had no surgical contraindications. Patients’ preoperative motor function and speech
were normal to ensure that they could be fully cooperative. Preoperative diagnosis was based on their
performance, medical history, and preoperative MRI, whereby glioblastoma was highly suspected.
Postoperative pathology reported a World Health Organization (WHO) grade IV glioblastoma. Pathology
of the surgical sample was determined by a pathologist according to the WHO criteria.
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The tumours were located in the supratentorial region, adjacent to the eloquent structures, which included
the pre- and post-central gyrus, centrum semiovale, corona radiata, internal capsule, basal ganglia,
thalamus, Wernicke’s area, and Broca’s area. The surgeon and anaesthesiologist preoperatively assessed
whether the patients were able to cooperate during the operation, by ensuring their Karnofsky
Performance Status (KPS) scores were >70. All patients were willing to undergo awake craniotomy, and
were followed up postoperatively.

Preoperative preparation

The KPS score was assessed in all patients, and they underwent an MRI (1.51T or 3.0T GE, USA) before
surgery. In patients with tumours near or involving the motor, sensory, or eloquent areas, diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI) and blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) functional MRI (fMRI) were obtained to
delineate �bre tracking of the motor pathways as well as the associated speech pathways.

MRI datasets were transferred to the neural navigation system (Brainlab, AG, Munich, Germany)
preoperatively. Three-dimensional reconstruction images of the brain were created, which combined T1-
weighted (T1W) and T2-weighted (T2W) images, and DTI was performed after angiography to delineate
the relevant eloquent subcortical structures and three-dimensional boundaries of the tumour.

Surgical technique

On the morning of the surgery, the anaesthesiologist met the patient. Once the patient was determined to
be a suitable candidate for the awake anaesthesia technique, they were prepared for a scalp block and
gentle sedation (monitoring anaesthesia care [MAC]). Once the patient was in the operating room, the
anaesthesiologist typically performed a cranial scalp block with procaine and adrenaline. Patients were
positioned either in the supine or lateral prone position depending on the location of the tumour, and the
head was �xed in the May�eld system with a three-pin head clamp.

The patient was placed under general anaesthesia using a laryngeal mask. BispectralIndex
(BispectralIndex™, USA) was used to monitor consciousness. A craniotomy �ap was drawn after the
neuronavigation registration process was completed. The scalp was prepared using a standard aseptic
technique. The surgical sites were prepared and covered aseptically. Coverage of the surgical �eld was
performed technically to expose the face and ensure airway patency, facilitate intraoperative
motor/speech testing, and minimize rebreathing of carbon dioxide. After the �ap was opened, the dura
was suspended, the laryngeal mask was removed, and the patient was awakened. Dexmedetomidine and
remifentanil were used as sedatives.

The dura was anesthetised locally with procaine and pierced with a small knife. As planned
preoperatively, the catheters were guided by navigation and iUS into the brain to locate the boundary of
the tumour. The entry points of the catheters on the cerebral cortex were kept away from the eloquent
cortical areas (language/motor/sensory cortex), sulcus, and cortical vessels.
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Then, stimulation was performed using an Ojemann stimulator (Radionics, Mass.) with 5-mm spaced
bipolar tips. The stimulation parameters were the constant current square wave and biphasic pulses over
a 500-ms duration at a frequency of 50 Hz. For cortical stimulation, outputs started at 2 mA and
increased by 2 mA until either the clinical response was observed, a 10-mA output was reached, or clinical
seizures occurred.

After avoiding the cortical mapping of the functional area, the �uorescent yellow tumour tissue was
removed under microscopic vision to protect the necessary blood vessels. When no yellow-stained tissue
was excised, brain function was again monitored using subcortical stimulation and continuous physical
examination. For subcortical stimulation, the 1 mm-1 mA rule was used to estimate the relevant distance
between the �bres and stimulus probe. When the distance was less than 1 cm, subcortical stimulation
was repeated every 2–3 mm.

If subcortical stimulation reached the 4-mA threshold and/or motor/speech responses or physical
examination revealed signs of decreased nerve function, the excision was stopped. If the subcortical
stimulation threshold was redetermined or the decrease in nerve function did not improve within 5
minutes, excision was completely terminated. If no other indication was given, excision was performed
until the boundary marked by the catheter was reached. All surgeons considered total tumour resection as
the surgical target, and the �nal degree of resection was determined according to intraoperative
neuronavigation, DTI, fMRI, iUS, �uorescent visualisation of tumour tissues under the surgical
microscope, and the degree of damage of language/motor function in patients. After the operation, the
bleeding was allowed to stop. The patient was subsequently sedated during craniotomy closure.

Statistical analysis

Information on patients’ age at surgery, sex, tumour histology, procedure type, location, surgery duration,
intraoperative events, postoperative course, duration of hospital stay, extent of resection, and
postoperative complications were recorded. Tumour location was determined based on MRI images
obtained for each patient. The extent of tumour in�ltration was recorded according to hemisphere and
lobe involvement. The prognosis was determined by the surgical resection area, length of hospital stay,
postoperative KPS scores, postoperative mortality, and complications (occurring within 30 days after the
surgery, including wound infections, haemorrhage, neurological de�cits, and seizures).

MRI re-examination was performed within 48 hours after surgery to assess the extent of tumour
resection. It was divided into gross total, near-gross total, or partial by Sanai and Berger.16 If there was no
residual signal abnormality, it was considered a total tumour resection. If less than 10 ml of the residual
tumour was present, it was considered a near total resection. If more than 10 ml of residual tumour was
present, it was considered a partial resection. A follow-up MRI was also obtained at approximately 1
month for radiation planning (if applicable). All patients were followed for more than 1 year.

Neurological de�cits after the surgery were determined according to preoperative and postoperative KPS
scores (7 days after surgery) and were designated as improved, unchanged, or worsened. For any patient
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with a worsened neurological status, if the neurological de�cits were relieved within 3 months after the
operation, the neurological dysfunction was considered temporary; otherwise, it was deemed persistent.

Descriptive statistics are provided as median, mean, and standard deviations for continuous variables,
and frequency of distribution for categorical variables. A Pearson’s chi-square test was used for
categorical analyses, and a factorial one-way ANOVA test was used for comparing continuous variables.
All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 20.0 (IBM, USA). A value of P < 0.05 was considered
statistically signi�cant.

Results
From September 2010 to August 2018, a total of 81 glioblastoma patients who received their �rst awake
craniotomy were analysed. There were 51 males and 30 females, ranging between 18 to 71 years of age
with an approximately Gaussian distribution. The median age was 46.15±12.10 years. In total, 75
patients were right-handed, and six were left-handed. Tumours were located on the right side of the brain
in 47 patients and on the left side of the brain in 34 patients. The most common lesion sites were the
frontal lobe (n=36), temporal lobe (n=17), parietal lobe (n=6), occipital lobe (n=7), frontotemporal lobe
(n=7), frontoparietal lobe (n=4), and temporoparietal lobe (n=4). The main symptoms were headache
(n=51), dyskinesia (n=11), speech disorder (n=9), and epilepsy (n=10). Preoperative KPS scores were 70
in 3 cases, 80 in 6 cases, 90 in 43 cases, and 100 in 29 cases (Table 1).

All patients successfully completed the awake craniotomy (Fig. 1). During the operation, the patients'
speech/movement was fully coordinated, and only 2 patients had intraoperative seizures. According to
navigation guidance, the motor area in 5 patients, sensory area in 3 patients, and speech area in 2
patients were successfully located by neuro-electrophysiological monitoring during surgery, which were
consistent with preoperative DTI and BOLD (Fig. 2). The duration of the operation, from the point at which
the scalp incision was made to the end of the operation, was less than 3 hours in 48 patients (59.26%),
3–5 hours in 29 patients (35.80 %), and more than 5 hours in 4 patients (4.94%). The average operation
time was 3.02±1.29 hours. Postoperative resection ranges were as follows: 74 (91.36%) patients had a
total resection, six (7.41%) had a subtotal resection, and one (1.23%) had a partial resection (Table. 2). All
postoperative pathological reports showed WHO grade IV gliomas.

All patients were awake when they left the operating room. No deaths occurred 30 days after the
operation. Intracranial haemorrhage occurred in 2 patients, seizures in 5 patients (3 patients had epileptic
symptoms before the operation), and intracranial infections in 3 patients (cured after antibiotic
treatment). There were no signi�cant postoperative changes in neurological function in 50 patients, and
symptoms improved in 24 patients (Fig. 3). KPS scores on postoperative day 7 were 70 in 2 cases, 80 in 5
cases, 90 in 33 cases, and 100 in 41 cases. There was no signi�cant difference between preoperative and
postoperative KPS scores (P>0.05) (Table 3). Three patients had motor dysfunction, 2 had speech
de�cits, and 2 had sensory de�cits. Six patients recovered neurological function within 3 months after the
operation. One patient had permanent motor dysfunction and no permanent speech de�cits. The average
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duration of hospitalisation was 6.89±2.66 days; 62 patients were discharged within 7 days, 12 patients
were discharged within 7–10 days, and only 7 patients were discharged after more than 10 days (Table
2). The average follow-up duration was 14.85±5.30 months. The shortest survival time was 4 months.
The longest survival time was 26 months. The median survival time was 12 months (Fig. 4).

Discussion
Gliomas are one of the most common types of intracranial malignant tumours. Although the incidence of
gliomas is relatively low (approximately 661/100,000), disability and mortality rates associated with it are
very high.17 As a high-grade glioma, glioblastomas are characterised by highly invasive growth, di�culty
to perform a complete surgical resection, high recurrence rate, and poor prognosis.18 Therefore, methods
to achieve a breakthrough in the treatment of glioblastomas and improve the prognosis of glioblastoma
patients have become an area of intense clinical research.

At present, the main treatment strategy for glioblastomas is to remove as much of the lesion as possible
and provide comprehensive treatment such as chemo-radiotherapy to prevent neurological dysfunction.
Surgical resection usually includes total, subtotal, or partial resection. Therefore, the maximal safe
resection of tumours has become the consensus for surgical treatment of glioblastomas.19,20 Although
the effects of glioblastomas prognosis vary, the amount of residual postoperative tumour is an important
factor affecting prognosis. Total resection of tumours directly affects the recurrence and survival time,
and the extent of resection may determine subsequent treatment.21 Retaining sensation, speech,
movement, and other important neurological functions while maximising tumour removal is a goal of
many neurosurgeons.

New technologies are being used to increase the safety and effectiveness of surgery. In particular,
performing an awake craniotomy using neuronavigation, cortical electrical stimulation, iUS, tumour
luciferin, and other auxiliary means, has greatly expanded the neurosurgeon's expertise in tumour surgery
of eloquent eloquentregions, which promotes tumour removal as thoroughly as possible.22 Initially, when
the neuronavigation system became standardised, it allowed surgeons to preoperatively create a "desired
range" of excision, whether total, subtotal, or partial. However, due to the complication of intraoperative
brain displacement, neurophysiological monitoring was added to improving the safety of the operation.23

We �rst identi�ed tumour boundaries with navigation-guided catheterisation, assisted neurophysiological
monitoring as projection guidance to determine neural function, and "�ne-tuned" tumour resection. 5-ALA
only provided a relative boundary of the glioblastoma, and the surgeon decided to further remove the
tumour tissue or to terminate resection based on neurophysiological monitoring results, as well as the
patient's condition, family support, patient's occupation, and prior discussion with the patient. Since iUS
and iMRI cannot provide the "expected excision range", they can only be used as post-excision veri�cation
tools.
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This study explored the application of awake craniotomy combined with neuronavigation,
neuroelectrophysiological monitoring, iUS, and tumour �uorescence for glioblastoma resection to achieve
tumour resection with maximum safety. Awake craniotomy had been performed as a routine strategy in
our centre, and more than 300 cases had been performed to achieve maximum safety during the removal
while minimizing the rate of neurological damage.24 In our initial experience, 80 patients had total or near
total resections, which represents a good resection range, comparable to or better than the 91% total or
near total resection rate reported thus far.25 The rate of new neurological damage has been reported to be
18–23%.26,27,28 In our study, 91% of patients had either improved or no change in their neurological
status. Only 7 patients experienced new neurological dysfunction and a reduced KPS score after surgery,
including worsening of their pre-existing neurological dysfunction. This decline was most likely due to
mechanical manipulation and heat damage to the functional brain tissue. However, intraoperative
neuroelectrophysiological monitoring and DTI localisation were used to protect the eloquent structures of
brain tissue, and 6 patients recovered within 3 months after surgery, avoiding permanent neurological
damage.

In our patient cohort, all operations were successfully completed, and conversion to general anaesthesia
was not required during the operation. The rate of conversion to general anaesthesia or failure has been
reported to range from 2.4 to 6.4%.29 In addition, during the study period, awake craniotomy patients were
hospitalised for an average of 6.89 days and had fewer postoperative complications. Intraoperative
epilepsy is one of the most common complications of awake craniotomy. In our study, 2 patients
experienced brief seizures during motor localization, and we quickly controlled the symptoms with cold
saline and propofol and continued the surgery. It is currently believed that seizures may be caused by
cortical stimulation and localization. Patients with a long history of seizures undoubtedly have a higher
probability of intraoperative seizure. Thus, we used cortical stimulation very carefully for intraoperative
localization to reduce the risk of intraoperative seizures. We optimized the control of epileptic seizures
with the preoperative and intraoperative use of sodium valproate to prevent epilepsy.

Here, a retrospective analysis was conducted on patients undergoing an awake craniotomy. Although the
number of cases was limited, our results suggest the promising prospects for performing awake
craniotomy to remove glioblastomas. These results at least partly con�rmed the effectiveness of awake
surgery combined with multimodal techniques in the protection of intraoperative neurological function.
Among the 81 glioblastoma patients studied, the median survival time was 12 months, which was same
as the median survival time of glioblastoma patients studied at locally and abroad. This partly con�rmed
the improvement in prognosis and survival rate of glioblastoma patients after total resection and
expanded resection. We found that awake craniotomy improved surgical safety and reduced neurological
de�cits, consistent with past reports. The next step is to study this technique in other patients (e.g.
thalamus, basal ganglia, internal capsule, etc.) and establish a control group for comparison in order to
demonstrate the direct impact of the technique on the extent of resection, postoperative nerve status, and
overall survival. In addition, patients' coordination and tolerance during awake craniotomy were enhanced
by ensuring their comfort during surgery, appropriate use of sedatives to minimize fatigue, and the use of
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long-duration anaesthetics to block local scalp surgery. Therefore, we were able to achieve the goal of
maximum safe resection in the vast majority of patients.

Conclusion
In conclusion, awake craniotomy combined with neuronavigation, neuroelectrophysiological monitoring,
iUS, tumour �uorescence, and other multimodal techniques can effectively protect neurological function
and maximise the removal rate of intracranial glioblastomas, thereby providing a new surgical strategy
for neurosurgeons.
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Variables characterized as percentage of the total patient population with the number of cases in
parentheses.

Table 2 Surgery outcomes and complications. Number of patients indicated in parentheses.

Table 3 Preoperative and postoperative KPS score. Number of patients indicated in parentheses.

Figures

Figure 1

Intraoperative status of patients and the application of electrophysiology and neuronavigation. a. Patient
anaesthesia status and bispectral index value (a,b). b. Intraoperative electrophysiology was used to
monitor median nerve evoked potential (white arrow). c. Navigation and ultrasound were combined with
magnetic resonance imaging/diffusion tensor imaging data to develop a tumour localization program
before and during surgery
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Figure 2

The eloquent areas of the patient's brain located during surgery. a. The navigation bar locates the lesion
(arrow). b. Cortical electrical stimulation localizes functional areas of the brain (arrow). c. Upper limb
motor area (arrow). d. Intraoperative navigation combined with diffusion tensor imaging and functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) are used to locate the cortical-spinal cord tract (yellow arrow),
language area shown by fMRI (white arrow), and actual speech area (blue arrow)
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Figure 3

Extent of tumour resection and preservation of nerve function. a. Intraoperative �uorescence imaging was
used to determine tumour boundaries. b. There was no change in the amplitude of somatosensory-
evoked potentials of the median nerve of the upper limb during surgery. c, d. Postoperative MRI revealed
total removal of the tumour
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Figure 4

Median postoperative survival of patients
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